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identi¿ed with SDSS DR7 spectra, we select 297 galaxies with * Q "   8LI
sample galaxies are classi¿ed into ¿ve morphological types ERH QSVI XLER 	 SJ
XLI KEPE\MIW EVI TIGYPMEVGSQTEGX KEPE\MIW 8LI TIGYPMEV KEPE\MIW WLS[ LMKLIV JEV
MRJVEVIHWYFQMPPMQIXIV PYQMRSWMX]XSQEWW VEXMSW XLER XLI SXLIV X]TIW ;I TIVJSVQ ERH
EREP]^I XLI GSVVIPEXMSRW SJ JEVMRJVEVIHWYFQMPPMQIXIV ERH , PYQMRSWMXMIW JSV HMJJIV
IRX QSVTLSPSKMGEP X]TIW ERH HMJJIVIRX WTIGXVEP X]TIW 8LI 7pearman rank coef¿cient
HIGVIEWIW ERH XLI WGEXXIV MRGVIEWIW [MXL XLI [EZIPIRKXL MRGVIEWMRK JVSQ  Q XS
 Q ;I GSRGPYHI XLEX E WMRKPI ,IVWGLIP 74-6) FERH MW RSX KSSH JSV XVEGMRK WXEV
JSVQEXMSR EGXMZMXMIW MR KEPE\MIW %+2W GSRXVMFYXI PIWW XS XLI JEVMRJVEVIHWYFQMPPMQIXIV
PYQMRSWMXMIW ERH HS RSX WLS[ E HMJJIVIRGI JVSQ WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW ,S[IZIV XLI
earlier type galaxies present signi¿cant deviations from the best ¿t of star-forming
KEPE\MIW
/I] [SVHW KEPE\MIW JSVQEXMSR d KEPE\MIW WXEXMWXMGW d KEPE\MIW WXVYGXYVI d MR
JVEVIH KEPE\MIW
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%JXIV -6%7 [EW PEYRGLIH MR  MRJVEVIH EWXVSRSQ] QEHI E FVIEOXLVSYKL [MXL XLI HMWGSZIV] SJ E
X]TI SJ TIGYPMEV SFNIGX GEPPIH ER YPXVEPYQMRSYW MRJVEVIH KEPE\] 90-6+ 7ERHIVW 
1MVEFIP 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7MRGI XLEX XMQI QSVI WTEGIFEWIH MRJVEVIH I\TIVMQIRXW WYGL EW -73 ERH 7TMX^IV LEZI LIPTIH YW XS
I\TPSVI XLI QMHMRJVEVIH 1-6 ERH JEVMRJVEVIH *-6 IQMWWMSR TVSTIVXMIW SJ KEPE\MIW 0SRWHEPI
IX EP  7SMJIV IX EP  ,IVWGLIP is the ¿rst FIR/submillimeter (submm) space telescope
[LMGL GER I\XIRH XLI SFWIVZEXMSRW JVSQ XLI *-6 XS XLI WYFQQ VERKI ERH VIZIEP TVSTIVXMIW SJ GSPH
HYWX MR SYV YRMZIVWI
8LI 1-6 ERH *-6 IQMWWMSRW SJ KEPE\MIW EVI YWYEPP] XLI MRHMVIGX XVEGIVW SJ WXEV JSVQEXMSR EGXMZM
XMIW WMRGI MRJVEVIH -6 IQMWWMSR GSQIW JVSQ HYWX VIVEHMEXMRK 9: TLSXSRW IQMXXIH F] E ]SYRK WXIPPEV
7YTTSVXIH F] XLI 2EXMSREP 2EXYVEP 7GMIRGI *SYRHEXMSR SJ 'LMRE
 1 - 0EQ IX EP
TSTYPEXMSR 1SWX SJ XLI WXIPPEV PMKLX MW IQMXXIH MR XLI VERKI JVSQ XLI 9: XS RIEV-6 [MXL WLSVXPMZIH
QEWWMZI WXEVW HSQMREXMRK MR XLI 9: ERH QSVI RYQIVSYW SPHIV WXEVW MR XLI RIEV-6 (YWX TVSHYGIH
F] XLI EKKVIKEXMSRW SJ QIXEPW MRNIGXIH MRXS XLI -71 F] QEWWMZI WXEVW XLVSYKL WXIPPEV [MRHW ERH WY
TIVRSZEI EFWSVFW XLI WXIPPEV PMKLX ERH VIIQMXW MR -6 ERH IZIR WYFQQ FERHW *-6 PYQMRSWMX] [MXL
E [EZIPIRKXL PIWW XLER  Q LEW FIIR HIQSRWXVEXIH XS FI E KSSH WXEV JSVQEXMSR XVEGIV F] -6%7
ERH -73 SFWIVZEXMSRW IK ,YRXIV IX EP  0ILRIVX 
 ,IGOQER  -R EHHMXMSR VIGIRX WXYHMIW
F] 7TMX^IV SFWIVZEXMSRW MRHMGEXI XLEX 1-6 PYQMRSWMXMIW LEZI KSSH GSVVIPEXMSRW [MXL  +,^ ERH ,
PYQMRSWMXMIW IK ;Y IX EP  'EP^IXXM IX EP  >LY IX EP  /IRRMGYXX IX EP  'EP^IXXM
IX EP  ,S[IZIV XLI TVSTIVXMIW SJ KEPE\MIW MR PSRKIV [EZIPIRKXLW WYGL EW WYFQQ FERHW [IVI
WXMPP YRGPIEV FIJSVI XLI ,IVWGLIP IVE ,IVWGLIP LEW STIRIH E RI[ DI]I IREFPMRK XLI WXYH] SJ GSSP
dust in the universe, for example, DomÕ´nguez et al. (2012) fSYRH DXSXEP -6 PYQMRSWMX] MW E KSSH WXEV
JSVQEXMSR XVEGIV MR RIEVF] KEPE\MIW F] YWMRK ,IVWGLIP 4%'7 HEXE (YRRI IX EP  JSYRH WXVSRK
HYWX IZSPYXMSR SGGYVW JSV QEWWMZI KEPE\MIW EX HMJJIVIRX VIHWLMJXW [MXL HYWXXSWXIPPEV QEWW VEXMSW FI
MRK EFSYX XLVII XS JSYV XMQIW PEVKIV EX ^ !   8LI TVIWIRGI SJ I\GIWW WYFQQ IQMWWMSR MR
RIEVF] PS[QIXEPPMGMX] KEPE\MIW WLS[W XLEX XLIWI KEPE\MIW GSRXEMR QSVI UYERXMXMIW SJ GSPH HYWX (EPI
IX EP  ,IVWGLIP EPWS IREFPIW FIXXIV EGGYVEGMIW XS QSHIP E WTIGXVEP IRIVK] HMWXVMFYXMSR 7)(
IK (EPI IX EP  HE 'YRLE IX EP  % PEVKI JVEGXMSR SJ KEPE\MIW MR *-6WYFQQ FERH HI
XIGXMSRW EVI FPYIWXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW [LMGL EVI SFWGYVIH F] HYWX (EVMYWL IX EP  FYX WSQI
IZMHIRGI WLS[W XLEX XLI SPH WXIPPEV TSTYPEXMSRW QE] LIEX XLI HYWX KVEMRW 7OMFFE IX EP  ERH
GSRXVMFYXI XS *-6WYFQQ FERHW MR RIEVF] KEPE\MIW
The morphological classi¿cation of galaxies became an impoVXERX XSSP JSV I\XVEKEPEGXMG VIWIEVGL
EJXIV ,YFFPIW [IPPORS[R TETIV [EW TYFPMWLIH ,YFFPI ). Many classi¿ers have been used
XS GSQTMPI SV I\XIRH GEXEPSKW JVSQ XLI XL GIRXYV] XLEX [IVI SVMKMREPP] HIZIPSTIH XS TVSFI XLI
WXVYGXYVI SJ KEPE\MIW IK 7ERHEKI  HI :EYGSYPIYVW IX EP  8LI QSVTLSPSKMIW SJ KEPE\MIW
GEVV] MQTSVXERX MRJSVQEXMSR [LMGL MW GVYGMEP XS SYV YRHIVWXERHMRK SJ KEPE\] JSVQEXMSR ERH IZSPYXMSR
/IRRMGYXX  % RYQFIV SJ JSVQIV MRZIWXMKEXMSRW WLS[ XLEX IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW I\LMFMX HMJJIVIRX
TVSTIVXMIW GSQTEVIH XS XLSWI SJ PEXIX]TI SRIW WYGL EW WXIPPEV TSTYPEXMSR ZSPYQI SJ HYWX ERH KEW
ERH WXEV JSVQEXMSR EXXVMFYXIW IK 7ERHEKI  (EZSSHM IX EP  7LM IX EP 
-R XLMW TETIV [I TIVJSVQE WXEXMWXMGEP EREP]WMW SJ XLI *-6WYFQQ TVSTIVXMIW SJ ,IVWGLIP KEPE\MIW
;I HIWGVMFI SYV WEQTPI WIPIGXMSR QSVTLSPSKMGEPWTIGXVEP classi¿cation and luminosity estimation
MR 7IGXMSRW  ERH  8LI QEMR VIWYPXW ERH HMWGYWWMSRW EVI TVIWIRXIH MR 7IGXMSR  ERH E WYQQEV]
SJ XLMW [SVO MW KMZIR MR 7IGXMSR  ;I EHSTX GSWQSPSK] GSRWXERXW [MXL Q !  !  ERH, !  OQ W  1TG  XLVSYKLSYX XLMW [SVO
 7%140)
 *-6 ERH 7YFQQ 7EQTPI
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XMQI OI] TVSKVEQ SJ XLI ,IVWGLIP WTEGI XIPIWGSTI 4MPFVEXX IX EP  [LMGL WYVZI]W  HIK
of sky with more than 600 hours of observation time. The ¿rst rIPIEWIH 7GMIRGI (IQSRWXVEXMSR
Phase (SDP) ¿eld covers 14 HIK GIRXIVIH SR LQ   8LI ,%80%7 WYVZI] YWIW FSXL
XLI 4LSXSHIXIGXSV %VVE] 'EQIVE ERH 7TIGXVSQIXIV 4%'7 4SKPMXWGL IX EP  ERH 7TIGXVEP ERH
Photometric Imaging REceiver (SPIRE; Grif¿n et al. 2010) in TEVEPPIP QSHI XS XEOI MQEKIW EX *-6
ERH WYFQQ FERHW MR  Q  Q  Q  Q ERH  Q 8LI EVGLMZIH HEXE SFXEMRIH
JVSQ XLI ,%80%7 7(4 GEXEPSK -FEV IX EP  4EWGEPI IX EP  6MKF] IX EP  MRGPYHI XLI
object positions (RA and DEC), Àuxes from ¿ve bands, parametIVW QEXGLIH [MXL XLI 7PSER (MKMXEP
7O] 7YVZI] 7(77 =SVO IX EP  -6%7 ERH XLI +%1% TVSNIGX 7QMXL IX EP  8LIVI EVI MR
XSXEP  WSYVGIW [LMGL EVI HIXIGXIH F] XLI  m band with a Àux greater than 5  Q.]
 LXXT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
*MK  (MWXVMFYXMSRW SJ JYPP WEQTPI KEPE\MIW E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F7(77 VFERH 4IXVSWMER QEKRMXYHI G
WXIPPEV QEWWIW HIXEMPW HIWGVMFIH MR 7IGX  H&FERH EFWSPYXI QEKRMXYHIW
 7(77 7EQTPI
8LI STXMGEP WTIGXVEP WEQTPI SJ KEPE\MIW MW JVSQ XLI GVSWWMHenti¿cation between the SDSS and H-
%80%7 7(4 GEXEPSKW 6MKF] IX EP  [MXL E TSWMXMSR IVVSV SJ   MR VEHMYW 7QMXL IX EP
  SFNIGXW LEZI STXMGEP GSYRXIVTEVXW [MXL XLI 7(77 TLSXSQIXVMG GEXEPSK FYX SRP] E
small fraction have optical spectra in SDSS. There are ¿nall]  KEPE\MIW [LMGL EVI QEXGLIH [MXL
XLI 14% IQMWWMSR PMRI GEXEPSK SJ 7(77(6
-R SVHIV XS I\TPSVI XLI *-6WYFQQ TVSTIVXMIW MR HMJJIVIRX QSVTLSPSKMGEP X]TIW SJ WEQTPI KEPE\
MIW SRP] KEPE\MIW [MXL VIHWLMJX ^   EVI GLSWIR EW SYV WEQTPI KEPE\MIW 8LMW PIEZIW SRP] 
KEPE\MIW MR SYV WEQTPI 7MRGI ,%80%7 . 7(P.81) is con¿rmed as a lensing
WYFQQ KEPE\] EX E LMKL VIHWLMJX 0YTY IX EP  *VE]IV IX EP  ,ST[SSH IX EP  [I
remove it from the sample. The ¿nal sample thus includes 297 gEPE\MIW 8LI WTIGXVEP IQMWWMSR PMRI
Àuxes are from the MPA catalog.
 7EQTPI (MWXVMFYXMSR
8LI HMWXVMFYXMSRW SJ VIHWLMJXW 4IXVSWMER V QEKRMXYHIW WXIPPEV QEWWIW HIXEMPW EVI HIWGVMFIH MR
7IGX  ERH &FERH EFWSPYXI QEKRMXYHIW EVI WLS[R MR *MKYVI  7MRGI [I WIX XLI YTTIV PMQMX
SJ XLI VIHWLMJX SJ WEQTPI KEPE\MIW XS FI  XLI LMKLIWX VIHWLMJX MR XLI WEQTPI KEPE\MIW MW  3YV
WEQTPI KEPE\MIW GSZIV E FVSEH VERKI SJ WXIPPEV QEWWIW JVSQ  XS  1 [MXL E TIEO EFSZI
1  [LMGL MW MR XLI VERKI SJ MRXIVQIHMEXI QEWW KEPE\MIW 3RP] E WQEPP RYQFIV  SJ KEPE\MIW
LEZI ER EFWSPYXI & QEKRMXYHI 1&) greater than –18 mag, which are de¿ned as dwarf galaxies
8LYER 
 1EVXMR  ,IVI1& MW GEPGYPEXIH JVSQ XLI 7(77 K ERH VFERH QEKRMXYHIW FEWIH SR
XLI XVERWJSVQEXMSR JVSQ 7(77 QEKRMXYHI XS 9&:-'6' KMZIR F] 0YTXSR  8LI W]WXIQEXMG
IVVSV SJ XLI XVERWJSVQEXMSR MW  QEK
 LXXT[[[QTEKEVGLMRKQTKHI7(77(6
 LXXT[[[WHWWSVKHVEPKSVMXLQWWHWW9&:6-8VERWJSVQLXQP
 1 - 0EQ IX EP
*MK  &48 HMEKVEQ ?2--A, ZIVWYW ?3---A,  8LI WSPMH PMRI MW /EYJJQERR IX EP W PMRI ERH
XLI HEWLIH PMRI MW /I[PI] IX EP W PMRI 8LI KEPE\MIW FIPS[ XLI WSPMH PMRI are de¿ned as star-
JSVQMRK KEPE\MIW XLSWI EFSZI XLI HEWLIH PMRI EVI %+2W ERH XLI SXLIVW FIX[IIR XLI X[S PMRIW EVI
classi¿ed as the composite galaxies.
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3.1 Spectral Classi¿cation
The optical spectral classi¿cation of galaxies adopts the tVEHMXMSREP &48 HMEKVEQ ?2--A, ZIVWYW
?3---A, &EPH[MR IX EP  :IMPPIY\ 
 3WXIVFVSGO  EW WLS[R MR *MKYVI  8LI PS[IV PMRI
MW JVSQ /EYJJQERR IX EP  LIVIEJXIV /E ERH XLI YTTIV PMRI MW JVSQ /I[PI] IX EP 
LIVIEJXIV /I 8LI KEPE\MIW MR [LMGL PMRI VEXMSW EVI PS[IV than Ka03 are de¿ned as star-forming
galaxies, and those at positions above Ke01 are classi¿ed as %+2W 8LI KEPE\MIW FIX[IIR XLI X[S
lines are classi¿ed as composite galaxies, which representW XLI GSI\MWXIRGI SJ WXEVJSVQEXMSR ERH E
GIRXVEP %+2 MR KEPE\MIW /I[PI] IX EP  'SQTSWMXI KEPE\MIW EVI WMQMPEV XS XLI QM\XYVIX]TI
KEPE\MIW KMZIR F] ;Y IX EP  FEWIH SR XLVII &48 HMEKVEQW MR :IMPPIY\ 
 3WXIVFVSGO  -J
E KEPE\] MW WLS[R EW E WXEVJSVQMRK GEWI MR SRI HMEKVEQ FYX EW En AGN in another, then it is classi¿ed
EW E QM\XYVIX]TI KEPE\] ;Y IX EP 
8LI RYQFIVW SJ WXEVJSVQMRK %+2 ERH GSQTSWMXI KEPE\MIW EVI WLS[R MR 8EFPI  %FSYX 	
 SJ WEQTPI KEPE\MIW ERH 	 SJ KEPE\MIW [MXL );,  "  are classi¿ed as star-forming
KEPE\MIW 	  EVI GSQTSWMXI KEPE\MIW ERH XLI SXLIV 	  EVI %+2W
8EFPI  2YQFIV SJ 7EQTPI +EPE\MIW [MXL (MJJIVIRX 7TIGXVEP 8]TIW
7EQTPI 7XEVJSVQMRK 'SQTSWMXI %+2 8SXEP
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,  "     );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   
+EPE\] 4VSTIVXMIW SJ ,%80%7 
8EFPI  2YQFIV SJ (MJJIVIRX 1SVTLSPSKMGEP 8]TIW SJ 7EQTPI +EPE\MIW MR *MZI ,IVWGLIP &ERHW
&ERH )HKI )7 )EVP]X]TI 7TMVEP 0EXIX]TI 7TMVEP 4IG 'SQTEGX 8SXEP
   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'SPYQR ,IVWGLIP &ERHW 'SP  IHKISR KEPE\MIW 'SP  IPPMTXMGEP KEPE\MIW ERH PIRXMGYPEV KEPE\MIW
'SP  WTMVEP KEPE\MIW [MXL IEVPMIV XLER 7F QSVTLSPSKMIW 'SP  WTMVEP KEPE\MIW [MXL PEXIV XLER 7F
QSVTLSPSKMIW 'SP  TIGYPMEV KEPE\MIW 'SP  GSQTEGX KEPE\MIW 'SP  XSXEP RYQFIV
3.2 Morphological Classi¿cation
The visual morphological classi¿cation of sample galaxies MW FEWIH SR XLI GVMXIVMSR SJ XLI 8LMVH
6IJIVIRGI 'EXEPSKYI SJ FVMKLX KEPE\MIW 6' HI :EYGSYPIYVW IX EP  EGGSVHMRK XS XLI FYPKI VEXMS
WTMVEP EVQ ERH MRXIVEGXMSR JIEXYVIW %PP WEQTPI KEPE\MIW Ere divided into ¿ve different morphological
X]TIW )7 IEVP]X]TI WTMVEP IEVPMIV XLER 7F PEXIX]TI WTMVEP PEXIV XLER 7F TIGYPMEV ERH GSQTEGX
The peculiar type signi¿es the galaxies with asymmetric morphologies. The visual classi¿cation
MW TIVJSVQIH FEWIH SR V-band images by three of the authors, and most of the classi¿cEXMSRW EVI
GSRWMWXIRX *SV XLSWI MRGSRWMWXIRX GEWIW [I EHSTX E GSRWIRWYW HIGMWMSR EJXIV HMWGYWWMSR
Only two galaxies are unclassi¿ed, because of their larger rIHWLMJX ERH YRGPIEV JIEXYVIW 8LI
KEPE\MIW [MXL E PEVKI MRGPMREXMSR ERKPI SJ M "  are labeled as edge-on galaxies (generally de¿ned
EW M !  ) without further classi¿cation. In this case, 12% of the sample galaxies are classi¿ed as
IHKISR KEPE\MIW ;I HS RSX MHIRXMJ] XLI FEV JIEXYVI WMRGI Mt is dif¿cult to identify in our sample
KEPE\MIW 8LI WXEXMWXMGEP VIWYPXW SJ QSVTLSPSKMGEP X]TIW EVI WLS[R MR 8EFPI 
 *-6WYFQQ 0YQMRSWMXMIW
*MKYVI  WLS[W XLI HMWXVMFYXMSRW SJ *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMX] MR ¿ve bands. The K-corrections of
¿ve FIR/submm bands are based on the best-¿tting SED model of RIEVF] WXEVFYVWX KEPE\] 1
7MIFIRQSVKIR 
 /VlYKIP  8LI QSRSGLVSQEXMG  Q PYQMRSWMXMIW SJ SYV WEQTPI KEPE\MIW
EVI FIX[IIR  XS  0  8LI TIEO SJ HMWXVMFYXMSR WLMJXW XS PS[IV PYQMRSWMX] JVSQ  Q XS
 Q *MKYVI  WLS[W XLI GSQTEVMWSR SJ  Q PYQMRSWMXMIW SJ KEPE\MIW HVE[R JVSQ -6%7 ERH
,IVWGLIP &SXL  Q PYQMRSWMXMIW EVI MR KSSH EKVIIQIRX I\GITX JSV X[S XLEX HIZMEXI EX XLI PY
minous end. The agreement con¿rms the Àux calibration of the ,IVWGLIP FERHW 8[S KEPE\MIW XLEX
HIZMEXI WLS[ LMKLIV -6%7  Q PYQMRSWMXMIW [LMGL QE] HYI XS E PS[IV WTEXMEP VIWSPYXMSR ERH
PEVKIV IVVSV FEVW SJ -6%7
 , 0YQMRSWMX]
7MRGI XLI 7(77 WTIGXVE EVI XEOIR F] E  diameter ¿ber, the H Àuxes of sample galaxies (especially
PS[ VIHWLMJX KEPE\MIW EVI SRP] JVSQ XLI GIRXVEP VIKMSR %TIVXYVI GSVVIGXMSRW EVI VIUYMVIH 8S SFXEMR
XLI , PYQMRSWMXMIW SJ [LSPI KEPE\MIW [I EHSTX XLI IUYEXMSR % SJ ,STOMRW IX EP  [LMGL
MW WLS[R FIPS[ 0, !  07,  V4IXVS VJMFIV  
,IVI (0 MW XLI PYQMRSWMX] HMWXERGI 7, is Àux of H IQMWWMSR V4IXVS ERH V EVI XLI 7(77V-band Petrosian and ¿ber magnitudes, respectively.
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*MK  ,IVWGLIP  Q PYQMRSWMX] ZIVWYW -6%7  Q PYQMRSWMX] 8LI WSPMH PMRI
WLS[W IUYEP ZEPYIW
+EPE\] 4VSTIVXMIW SJ ,%80%7 
;I GSRWMHIV FSXL I\XMRGXMSR GSVVIGXMSRW JVSQ XLI 1MPO] ;E] ERH KEPE\MIW XLIQWIPZIW *MVWX [I
EHSTX XLI 1MPO ;E] I\XMRGXMSR GYVZI JVSQ 'EVHIPPM IX EP  XS HS XLI 1MPO] ;E] GSVVIGXMSR [MXL6: !  8LIR XLI MRXVMRWMG I\XMRGXMSR GSVVIGXMSR MW TIVJSVQIH F] YWMRK 'EP^IXXM W QSHIP
8LI )& :  ZEPYI MW SFXEMRIH JVSQ XLI &EPQIV HIGVIQIRX *, !*, 
 7XIPPEV 1EWWIW
8LI WXIPPEV QEWWIW SJ SYV WEQTPI KEPE\MIW EVI GEPGYPEXIH F] YWMRK XLI JSVQYPE JVSQ &IPP IX EP PSK 1WXEV1 ! 1V%&   EV  FVK V%&    
[LIVI 1V%& MW XLI EFWSPYXI V QEKRMXYHI ERH K V%& MW XLI VIWXJVEQI GSPSV 8LI XIVQ 
MW XLI EFWSPYXI V FERH QEKRMXYHI SJ XLI 7YR %PP QEKRMXYHIW EVI MR XLI %& QEKRMXYHI W]WXIQ 8LI
TLSXSQIXVMG /GSVVIGXMSR EHSTXW XLI GSHI JVSQ &PERXSR
 6S[eis (2007) (kcorrect). The coef¿cientsEV ERH FV GSQI JVSQ XEFPI  SJ &IPP IX EP  8LI WXIPPEV QEWW GEPGYPEXIH F] )UYEXMSR  LEW ER
YRGIVXEMRX] SJ EFSYX  HI\ HYI XS XLI IJJIGXW SJ VIHHIRMRK KEPE\] EKI ERH WXEV JSVQEXMSR LMWXSV]
 6)79087 %2( (-7'977-327
 1SVTLSPSKMIW
8LI JVEGXMSR SJ QSVTLSPSKMGEP X]TIW MR SYV WEQTPI MW )7 77E7H 4IGYPMEV 'SQTEGX !  
  'SQTEVIH [MXL ))77 77E7HQ -Q !    SJ ER 7(77 STXMGEPP]
WIPIGXIH WEQTPI *YOYKMXE IX EP  SYV WEQTPI MW SFZMSYWP] MRGPMRIH XS[EVH PEXIV WTMVEP ERH
TIGYPMEV GEWIW EW QER] SJ XLI MRJVEVIH WIPIGXIH KEPE\MIW EVI PMROIH XS MRXIVEGXMRK W]WXIQW 7MQMPEV XS
*YOYKMXE IX EP  0M IX EP  SFXEMR E QSVTLSPSKMGEP JVEGXMSR SJ )7 77E7H -VV ! 
  [LMGL MW EPWS HMJJIVIRX JVSQ XLMW [SVO 8LSYKL 0M IX EP W WEQTPI MW QEXGLIH
JVSQ 7TMX^IV 1-6 ERH 7(77 STXMGEP WEQTPIW MX MW EPQSWX GSQTPIXIP] ER STXMGEPP] WIPIGXIH WEQTPI
MRWXIEH SJ FIMRK -6 WIPIGXIH WMRGI XLI 7TMX^IV 1-6 SFWIVZEXMSR MW QYGL HIITIV XLER XLEX SJ XLI
STXMGEP GYXSJJ SJ V !  QEK 3YV WEQTPIW EVI WIPIGXIH JVSQ  m with an optical Àux cut-off
SJ V !  QEK 8LI] WXMPP VITVIWIRX ER -6 WEQTPI FIGEYWI SRP] E WQEPP JVEGXMSR SJ 7(77 KEPE\MIW
[MXL V   QEK EVI HIXIGXIH MR XLI  Q FERH
;ERK IX EP  WIPIGX E WEQTPI SJ PYQMRSYW -6 KEPE\MIW [MXL PSK0-6 " 0 JVSQ
'ES IX EP W GEXEPSK ERH XLI JVEGXMSR SJ TIGYPMEVGSQTEGX KEPE\MIW MRGVIEWIW JVSQ 	
  PSK0-6!0   XS 	 PSK0-6!0 "  ;Y IX EP  SFXEMR E JVEG
XMSR SJ 	 JSV XLI MRXIVEGXMRKQIVKMRK W]WXIQW FEWIH SR E WEQTPI SJ QSVI PYQMRSYW -6 KEPE\
MIW PSK0-6!0 "  >SY IX EP  GSRWXVYGX E WEQTPI SJ 90-6+W PSK0-6!0WYR " 
ERH JSYRH XLEX  	 [IVI MR MRXIVEGXMRKQIVKMRK W]WXIQW 3YV WEQTPI GSRXEMRW E WQEPPIV JVEG
XMSR SJ TIGYPMEV KEPE\MIW XLER XLSWI SJ >SY IX EP  ERH ;Y IX EP  ERH E QSVI PY
QMRSYW WYFWEQTPI XLER XLEX SJ ;ERK IX EP  FYX MW WMQMPEV XS XLI PIWW PYQMRSYW WEQTPI
  PSK0-6!0   SJ ;ERK IX EP  -X GER FI I\TPEMRIH F] *MKYVI  [LMGL WLS[W
XLEX QSWX SJ SYV WEQTPI WIPIGXIH JVSQ  Q LEW  Q PYQMRSWMXMIW QYGL PS[IV XLER 0
ERH TIEOW EVSYRH 0  6S[PERHW IX EP  WIPIGX KEPE\MIW JVSQ ,%80%7+%1% ERH
SFXEMR XLI QSVTLSPSKMGEP JVEGXMSR SJ IEVP]X]TI PEXIX]TI 1IVKIV 9RORS[R !   
 LS[IZIV XLIMV WEQTPI GSRXEMRW E PEVKI JVEGXMSR SJ YRORS[R KEPE\MIW FIGEYWI XLIMV HIITIV V
QEKRMXYHI GYXSJJ MW 
 0YQMRSWMX]XS1EWW 6EXMSW
8LI HMWXVMFYXMSRW SJ *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMX]XSQEWW VEXMSW EVI WLS[R MR *MKYVI  8LI HMJJIVIRX
QSVTLSPSKMGEP X]TIW EVI WLS[R EW HMJJIVIRX PMRI WX]PIW *VSm the ¿gure, we ¿nd that the median
 1 - 0EQ IX EP
*MK  8LI HMWXVMFYXMSRW SJ PYQMRSWMX]XSQEWW VEXMSW *-6WYFQQ 
 ,  JSV HMJJIVIRX QSVTLSPSKM
GEP X]TIW 7SPMH PMRI TIGYPMEV ERH GSQTEGX KEPE\MIW HSXXIH PMRI PEXIX]TI WTMVEP KEPE\MIW HEWLHSXXIH
PMRI IEVP]X]TI WTMVEP KEPE\MIW HEWLIH PMRI )7 KEPE\MIW
*-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMX]XSQEWW VEXMSW HIGVIEWI JVSQ  Q XS  Q 8EFPI  *SV MRWXERGI XLI
QIHMER ZEPYI SJ TIGYPMEVGSQTEGX KEPE\MIW MW  EX  Q ERH HIGVIEWIW XS c EX  Q
8LSYKL QER] SJ XLI KEPE\MIW EVI RSX HIXIGXIH MR 4%'7 FERHW ERH XLIVI MW WSQI WIPIGXMSR IJJIGX XLI
XVIRH WXMPP VIQEMRW &IGEYWI XLI TIEO SJ *-6 IQMWWMSR JVSQ HYWX MW EVSYRH  Q MR XLI WXEV JSVQE
XMSR VIKMSR XLI PEVKIWX *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMX]XSQEWW VEXMS ETTIEVW MR  Q ERH XLIR HIGVIEWIW
EW [EZIPIRKXL MRGVIEWIW 'SQTEVIH [MXL SXLIV X]TIW XLI TIGYPMEVGSQTEGX KEPE\MIW WLS[ XLI LMKL
IWX *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMX]XSQEWW VEXMS %W *MKYVI EcH HMWTPE]W XLI TIGYPMEVGSQTEGX KEPE\MIW
TIEO EX E LMKLIV WXEV XLER SXLIV X]TIW -X MRHMGEXIW E XVIRH JVSQ TIGYPMEVGSQTEGX KEPE\MIW XS
IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW MQTP]MRK XLEX XLI TIGYPMEVGSQTEGX KEPE\MIW QE] LSWX QSVI EGXMZI WXEV JSVQEXMSR
TVSGIWWIW XLER SXLIVW [LMGL MW IRLERGIH F] KEPE\] MRXIVEGXMSR
-R *MKYVI J ERH 8EFPI  0, !1WXEV VEXMSW SJ HMJJIVIRX QSVTLSPSKMGEP X]TIW WLS[ E WMQMPEV
XVIRH XS XLI *-6WYFQQ VEXMSW 4IGYPMEVGSQTEGX KEPE\MIW TVIWIRX XLI LMKLIWX QIHMER , PYQMRSWMX]
XSQEWW VEXMS SJ c ERH PEXIX]TI WTMVEP KEPE\MIW LEZI XLI E WPMKLXP] PS[IV ZEPYI SJ c )EVP]
+EPE\] 4VSTIVXMIW SJ ,%80%7 
8EFPI  1IHMER SJ 0YQMRSWMX]XS1EWW 6EXMS JSV (MJJIVIRX 1SVTLSPSKMGEP 8]TIW
+EPE\] 8]TI PSK  Q1WXEV PSK  Q1WXEV PSK  Q1WXEV PSK  Q1WXEV PSK  Q1WXEV PSK 0,1WXEV PSK W7*6,
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'SPYQR  QSVTLSPSKMGEP ,YFFPI X]TIW %R IEVP]X]TI WTMVEP QIERW XLEX XLI QSVTLSPSKMGEP X]TI MW IEVPMIV XLER 7F
Cols. (2)–(7): luminosity-to-mass ratios of ¿ve FIR/submm FERHW ERH ,  MR YRMXW SJ PSK0 !1  'SP  W7*6
refers to the speci¿c star formation rate, SFR!1WXEV [MXL , Àuxes by using Kennicutt (1998), in units of PSK ]V 
X]TI WTMVEPW ERH )7 WLS[ PS[IV VEXMSW SJ c ERH c VIWTIGXMZIP] 7MRGI WMRKPI WYFQQ PYQM
RSWMXMIW QE] RSX FI E KSSH 7*6 XVEGIV ERH QE] FI VIPEXIH XS ERSXLIV TVSGIWW [I YWIH 0, !1WXEV
to represent the speci¿c star formation rate (sSFR), which dIWGVMFIW XLI MRXIRWMX] SJ WXEV JSVQEXMSR
8S HIVMZI XLI W7*6 [I XVERWJSVQIH 0, XS XLI 7*6 F] YWMRK XLI /IRRMGYXX  JSVQYPE7*61 ]V  !   0, IVK W   
8LI QIHMER W7*6W SFXEMRIH JSV TIGYPMEVGSQTEGX PEXIX]TI WTMVEPW IEVP]X]TI WTMVEPW ERH )7
KEPE\MIW EVI c c c ERH c VIWTIGXMZIP] 8LIWI EVI QYGL LMKLIV XLER XLI ZEP
YIW SJ c c ERH c JSV H[EVJ KEPE\MIW WTMVEPW ERH IEVP] X]TIW VIWTIGXMZIP] JVSQ XLI
/-2+*-7, WEQTPI XEFPI  7OMFFE IX EP  [LMGL MW E RIEVF] STXMGEPP] WIPIGXIH WEQTPI [MXL
PS[IV *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMXMIW /IRRMGYXX IX EP  8LI W7*6W MR SYV WEQTPI [IVI GSRWMWXIRX
[MXL XLI +%1%,%80%7 VIWYPX FEWIH SR ;MNIWMRKLI IX EP  ERH WLS[IH E FVSEH VERKI SJ
W7*6 JVSQ c XS c 'SQTEVIH XS XLI /-2+*-7, WEQTPI XLI IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW MR SYV WEQTPI
[IVI MRGPMRIH XS LMKLIV W7*6 [LMGL MRHMGEXIW XLEX SYV WIPIGXMSR GVMXIVME QEHI MX IEW] XS WIPIGX XLSWI
IEVP]X]TI HYWX VMGL KEPE\MIW ERH XLI] ETTIEVIH MR E REVVS[IV VERKI SJ 0*-6!1WXEV XLER XLEX SJ0, !1WXEV MR SYV WEQTPI
'SQTEVMRK EcH ERH J MR *MKYVI  EPP KEPE\MIW MR SYV WEQTPI WLS[ E WMQMPEV *-6WYFQQ
HMWXVMFYXMSR FYX ZIV] HMJJIVIRX , IQMWWMSR 8LI HMJJIVIRX VEXMS [MHXLW FIX[IIR , ERH *-6WYFQQ
QE] VIZIEP XLEX *-6WYFQQ ERH , HS RSX SVMKMREXI MR XLI WEQI VIKMSR 8LI , IQMWWMSR MW GSQMRK
JVSQ VIKMSRW [LIVI QEWWMZI WXEVW VIGIRXP] JSVQIH FYX XLI *-6WYFQQ MW IQMXXIH F] XLI GSPH HYWX
[LMGL QE] FI GSQRRIGXIH XS XLI SPH WXIPPEV TSTYPEXMSR SV IZSPZIH WXEVW MR XLI IRXMVI KEPE\] %
VIGIRX WXYH] FEWIH SR RIEVF] KEPE\MIW WLS[W XLEX XLI *-6WYFQQ IQMWWMSRW MR 74-6) FERHW MR XLSWI
KEPE\MIW EVI GSQMRK JVSQ [LSPI KEPE\MIW ERH LEZI E KSSH GSVVIPEXMSR [MXL  Q &IRHS IX EP
 2SXI XLEX XLI ETIVXYVI GSVVIGXMSR QE] EJJIGX SYV VIWYPXW MJ WXEVW [IVI JSVQMRK EX XLI GIRXIV SJ
E KEPE\] SV WXEVW [IVI JSVQMRK MR XLI HMWO
 'SVVIPEXMSRW SJ *-6WYFQQ 0YQMRSWMXMIW
*-6 PYQMRSWMX] LEW TVSZIR XS FI E KSSH WXEV JSVQEXMSR XVEGIV JVSQ TVIZMSYW -6%7 -73 ERH 7TMX^IV
SFWIVZEXMSRW
Figure 6 shows the correlations between ¿ve FIR/submm luminSWMXMIW (YI XS XLI VIPEXMZIP]
PS[IV WIRWMXMZMXMIW SJ ,IVWGLIP 4%'7  Q SRP]  WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW LEZI FIIR HIXIGXIH MR
this band. In the ¿gure, the best ¿tting parameters tend to chERKI [MXL [EZIPIRKXL *VSQ  Q XS
 m, the Spearman rank coef¿cient decreases from 0.98 to 0.88 aRH XLI WGEXXIV MRGVIEWIW JVSQ
 HI\ XS  HI\ 8LI XVIRH SJ WPSTIW ERH WGEXXIVW JVSQ  Q XS  Q MRHMGEXIW XLEX E ]SYRK
stellar population may not be the only contributor to the Àux MR XLI PSRKIV [EZIPIRKXL WYFQQ
FERH MJ [I EWWYQI XLEX MX HSQMREXIW  Q 8LIVI QE] I\MWX WSQI SXLIV GSRXVMFYXSVW
 1 - 0EQ IX EP
*MK  'SVVIPEXMSRW EQSRK ,IVWGLIP ¿ve FIR/submm bands. With the wavelength increasing, the
correlation coef¿cient decreases and the scatter increaseW ;I SRP] TPSX  Q ZW  Q  Q
ZW  Q ERH  Q ZW  Q  Q ZW  Q QYWX FI E PMRIEV GSVVIPEXMSR WS [I SQMXXIH
XLMW TPSX
 'SVVIPEXMSRW FIX[IIR *-6WYFQQ ERH , PYQMRSWMXMIW
-X LEW FIIR WLS[R MR XLI -6%7 ERH 7TMX^IV IVE XLEX XLI , ERH 1-6*-6 GSRXMRYYQW EVI XMKLXP]
GSVVIPEXIH IK ,YRXIV IX EP  0ILRIVX 
 ,IGOQER  6SYWWIP IX EP  ;Y IX EP 
'EP^IXXM IX EP  8LI] EVI YWYEPP] YWIH EW WXEV JSVQEXMSR XVEGIVW [MXL XLI EWWYQTXMSR XLEX ,
IQMWWMSR MW JVSQ E ]SYRK WXIPPEV TSTYPEXMSR ERH XLI -6 GSRXMRYYQ MW JVSQ 9: TLSXSRW XLEX EVI
EFWSVFIH ERH VIIQMXXIH F] HYWX 'EP^IXXM IX EP  ,S[IZIV XLI XMKLXRIWW SJ XLI GSVVIPEXMSR
FIX[IIR , ERH WYFQQ MW WXMPP YRGPIEV ;I XV] XS I\TPSVI [LIXLIV XLIVI MW E XMKLX GSVVIPEXMSR &IJSVI
XLEX [I QYWX GSRWMHIV XLI TSWWMFPI JEGXSVW [LMGL GSYPH EJJIGX SYV VIWYPXW
7MKREPXS2SMWI 72 8S GSRWMHIV XLI TSWWMFPI IJJIGX JVSQ PS[ 72 [I I\GPYHI XLI WSYVGIW
[MXL PS[ WMKREPXSRSMWI ERH SRP] WIPIGX XLSWI [MXL 72"  MR IEGL FERH XS VIHYGI XLI IJJIGX JVSQ
VERHSQ RSMWI %PXLSYKL XLI WGEXXIV MR XLI WYFQQ FERH XIRHW XS be a little smaller, the ¿tted results
have a similar trend and do not show a signi¿cant difference fVSQ XLSWI MR 8EFPI 
1SVTLSPSKMIW *MKYVI  WLS[W XLI *-6WYFQQXS, GSVVIPEXMSRW ;I QEVO XLI QSVTLSPSKM
cally classi¿ed E/S0 galaxies as red pluses. It is shown that XLI )7 KEPE\MIW HIZMEXI JVSQ XLI FIWX
¿tting lines in all the three submm bands although the scatter is larger. To con¿rm such a trend, we
EPWS GPEWWMJ] XLI IEVP]X]TI F] , IUYMZEPIRX [MHXL );,  JVSQ XLI STXMGEP WTIGXVE 8LI WEQTPI
KEPE\MIW EVI HMZMHIH MRXS X[S X]TIW F] );, ! 8LIVI EVI  KEPE\MIW [MXL );,   XLEX EVI
classi¿ed as early-type. In addition, 43/53 are morphologically classi¿ed as E/S0, early-type spiral,
SV IHKISR KEPE\MIW 7MQMPEVP] XLI KEPE\MIW [MXL );,  5 also deviate from the best ¿tting lines
+EPE\] 4VSTIVXMIW SJ ,%80%7 
*MK  'SVVIPEXMSRW FIX[IIR *-6WYFQQ ERH , PYQMRSWMXMIW SJ WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW 8LI VIH
TPYWIW EVI )7 KEPE\MIW ERH FPYIHMEQSRHW are edge-on galaxies. The best ¿ttings are shown as
WSPMH PMRIW 8LI HSXXIH ERH HEWLIH PMRIW are the ¿ttings in 70 Q ERH  Q JVSQ >LY IX EP 
VIWTIGXMZIP]
and are biased to the same side as E/S0 galaxies. Both classi¿GEXMSRW WLS[ XLEX IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW HS
RSX JSPPS[ XLI KIRIVEP VIPEXMSRWLMT SJ WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW ERH XLI *-6WYFQQXS, GSVVIPEXMSRW
%+2 'SRXVMFYXMSRW ;I XIWX LS[ XLI %+2W EJJIGX XLI GSVVIPEXMSRW ERH [I TPSX XLI KEPE\MIW [MXL);,  " MR *MKYVI  ERH PEFIP WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW %+2W ERH GSQTSWMXI KEPE\MIW MR HMJJIVIRX
symbols. The best ¿ttings of star-forming galaxies are shown as lines in the ¿gure. The correlation
VIWYPXW MR HMJJIVIRX FERHW EVI PMWXIH MR 8EFPI  0S[ PYQMRSWMX] %+2W ERH GSQTSWMXI KEPE\MIW HS RSX
inÀuence the ¿tting parameters shown in the table, but a smalP JVEGXMSR SJ 7I]JIVX  KEPE\MIW LEZI
LMKLIV , IQMWWMSRW MR SYV KEPE\] WEQTPI
 1 - 0EQ IX EP
*MK  8LI GSVVIPEXMSRW FIX[IIR *-6WYFQQ ERH , PYQMRSWMXMIW SJ WEQTPI KEPE\MIW [MXL);,  "  'MVGPIW WXEVFYVWX KEPE\MIW 8VMERKPIW GSQTSWMXI KEPE\MIW (MEQSRHW %+2W 7SPMH
PMRI: best ¿tting of starburst galaxies. The HSXXIH ERH HEWLIH PMRIW are ¿tting lines in 70 Q ERH
 Q JVSQ >LY IX EP  VIWTIGXMZIP]
'SRXEQMREXMSR JVSQ 7XEVW &IGEYWI SJ XLI PS[IV VIWSPYXMSR SJ ,IVWGLIP WSYVGIW [I WLSYPH
GSRWMHIV XLI TSWWMFPI GSRXEQMREXMSR JVSQ RIEVF] JSVIKVSYRH WXEVW SV FEGOKVSYRH KEPE\MIW WIIR MR
XLI STXMGEP FERH %JXIV GLIGOMRK EPP KEPE\MIW MR SYV WEQTPI SRP] E WQEPP RYQFIV SJ KEPE\MIW LEZI
GSQTERMSR WXEVW [MXLMR  XLEX HS RSX WLS[ ER] HIZMEXMSR JVSQ XLI SXLIVW 7MRGI XLIWI WXEVW EVI
PSGEXIH EX E LMKL KEPEGXMG PEXMXYHI VIKMSR XLIMV GSRXVMFYXMSR XS *-6WYFQQ GER FI RIKPIGXIH
'SRWMHIVMRK XLI EFSZI EWTIGXW [I TVIWIRX XLI GSVVIPEXMSRW FIX[IIR *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMXMIW
ERH , PYQMRSWMX] JSV XLI [LSPI VIKMSR SJ WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW ERH KEPE\MIW [MXL );, " MR
*MKYVIW  ERH  VIWTIGXMZIP] 9WMRK XLI FMZEVMEXI VIKVIWWMon, we obtain the best ¿tting [PSK] !
+EPE\] 4VSTIVXMIW SJ ,%80%7 E F PSK\A JSV [LSPI WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW [MXL );,  "  ERH KEPE\
MIW [MXL );,  "5. The best ¿tting results in each band are shown in Table 4. HeVI [I SRP] WLS[
the best ¿tting for star-forming galaxies with EW(H " EW JSPPS[WPSK  Q !      PSK 0,  PSK  Q !      PSK 0,  PSK  Q !      PSK 0,  PSK  Q !      PSK 0,  PSK  Q !      PSK 0,  
Compared with the ¿tting of star-forming galaxies in previous studies, we ¿nd that the scatters
EVI SFZMSYWP] PEVKIV XLER XLSWI MR 1-6 ;Y IX EP  >LY IX EP  -R FSXL *MKYVIW  ERH 
[I EPWS TPSX XLI PMRIW JVSQ >LY IX EP  FEWIH SR WEQTPIW SJ WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW JVSQ 7TMX^IV
¿elds. Our ¿ttings in ,IVWGLIP  Q ERH  Q EKVII [IPP [MXL XLSWI MR 7TMX^IV  Q HSXXIH
PMRIW ERH  Q HEWLIH PMRIW SJ >LY IX EP  8LI  P ¿t is just between 7TMX^IV  Q
ERH  Q ERH XLI  P ¿t only shifts a little from the 7TMX^IV  Q PMRI
Among the ¿ttings in different ,IVWGLIP FERHW XLI XMKLXIWX MW  Q 0, [MXL XLI PIEWX
scatter and the largest Spearman rank coef¿cient in each of tLI XLVII WEQTPIW SJ KEPE\MIW 8LI VIWYPX
WYTTSVXW XLEX XLI SVMKMR SJ,IVWGLIP  Q PYQMRSWMX] MW JVSQ WXEVJSVQEXMSR ,S[IZIV MR XLI PSRKIV
[EZIPIRKXL FERH XLI GSVVIPEXMSR XIRHW XS FI [IEOIV *SV WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW [MXL );, "
as an example, the Spearman rank coef¿cient changes from 0.8 JSV  Q XS  JSV  Q
[MXL WGEXXIVW JVSQ  HI\ JSV  Q XS  HI\ JSV  Q 7YGL E XVIRH QE] FI HYI XS XLI
HMWXVMFYXMSR SJ XIQTIVEXYVIW MR GSPH HYWX ,[ERK IX EP 0) ¿nd the galaxies at ^ "  ETTIEV XS
LEZI PS[IV XIQTIVEXYVIW GSQTEVIH XS XLIMV GSRXVSP WEQTPI KEPE\MIW [MXL WMQMPEV PYQMRSWMXMIW MR XLI
PSGEP YRMZIVWI %RSXLIV TSWWMFMPMX] MW XLEX WXEV JSVQEXMSR MW RSX XLI SRP] GSRXVMFYXSV XS XLI PYQMRSWMX]
MR XLI 74-6) FERHW ERH SXLIV TVSGIWWIW QE] EPWS LIEX XLI GSPH HYWX KVEMRW
8LI MRXIVWXIPPEV QIHMYQ -71 MW YFMUYMXSYW MR KEPE\MIW ERH MW HMJJYWI WYGL EW XLI GMVVYW MR
XLI 1MPO] ;E] HMWGSZIVIH F] -6%7 8LI GSPH GSQTSRIRXW SJ XLI -71 GSYPH QEMRP] FI LIEXIH F]
SPH WXEVW SV IZSPZIH WXEVW ERH XLYW XLI GSPH HYWX IQMWWMSR MR E WMRKPI WYFQQ QE] RSX FI YWIH MR
HIXIVQMRMRK 7*6W +SVHSR IX EP  6S[PERHW IX EP  WLS[ XLEX *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMXMIW
GER FI GSRXVMFYXIH F] -71 ERH MXW JVEGXMSR GER IZIR FI QSVI XLER 	 MR WTMVEP KEPE\MIW 8LIVIJSVI
XLI -71 GER GSRXVMFYXI TEVXP] XS *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMXMIW SJ KEPE\MIW IZIR MJ XLIVI MW RS SRKSMRK
WXEV JSVQEXMSR SGGYVVMRK 7MRGI MR WYGL E GEWI WXEV JSVQEXMSR HSIW RSX HSQMREXI XLI WYFQQ FERHW
ER]QSVI XLI WMRKPI WYFQQ ERH , FERHW PSWI XLIMV GSQQSR TL]WMGEP PMRO ERH XLI XMKLX GSVVIPEXMSR
FVSEHIRW 7MRKPI WYFQQ FERHW EVI TVSFPIQEXMG EW E WXEV JSVQEXMSR XVEGIV IZIR XLSYKL  Q
PYQMRSWMX] LEW WXMPP TVSZIR XS FI E KSSH WXEV JSVQEXMSR XVEGIV EW TVIZMSYWP] RSXIH 0SRWHEPI 4IVWWSR

 ,IPSY  7EYZEKI 
 8LYER  8LI MRGVIEWIH HMWTIVWMSR EX XLI PSRKIV [EZIPIRKXLW QE] FI
TEVXP] HYI XS XLI GLERKI MR XLI TVSTIVXMIW SJ XLI GSSP HYWX WYGL EW IQMWWMZMX] GLERKIW MR KVEMR WM^I
SV HMJJYWI HYWX GSQTSRIRXW EWWSGMEXIH [MXL XLI ]SYRK WXIPPEV TSTYPEXMSR 4STIWGY IX EP 
 *-6WYFQQ )QMWWMSR SJ XLI )EVP]8]TI +EPE\MIW
+IRIVEPP] XLIVI EVI EPQSWX RS WXEV JSVQEXMSR EGXMZMXMIW MR IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW 8LIVIJSVI XLIMV
*-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMXMIW [SYPH FI QYGL PS[IV XLER XLSWI MR WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW [LMGL MW XLI VIE
WSR JSV E PS[IV JVEGXMSR SJ IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW MR SYV WEQTPI ,S[IZIV XLIVI EVI XIRW SJ IEVP]X]TI
KEPE\MIW MR SYV WEQTPI 8LI HIXIGXMSR SJ IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW F] -6%7 VIZIEPW XLEX XLI *-6 IQMWWMSR
MR )7 KEPE\MIW [EW MRHITIRHIRX SJ ETTEVIRX QEKRMXYHI SV VIHWLMJX SJ XLI W]WXIQ +SYHJVSSMN 
 HI
.SRK  ERH XLI] EVI HIXIGXIH MR EFSYX LEPJ SJ XLI W]WXIQW /RETT IX EP  8S I\TPEMR XLIMV
 1 - 0EQ IX EP
VIPEXMZIP] LMKLIV *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMXMIW JVSQ XLI TVIZMSYW WIGXMSR [I LEZI WLS[R *-6WYFQQ
XS, GSVVIPEXMSRW MR *MKYVI  8LI IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW WIIQ FMEWIH XS[EVH XLI YTTIV WMHI SJ XLI
GSVVIPEXMSR MR XLI WYFQQ FERHW [LMGL MRHMGEXIW XLEX XLI] TVIWIRX VIPEXMZIP] LMKLIV WYFQQ PYQMRSW
MX] GSQTEVIH [MXL , PYQMRSWMX] ,EPJ SJ XLI IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW MR SYV WEQTPI EVI KEPE\MIW MR XLI
WXEV JSVQMRK WIUYIRGI SJ KEPE\MIW FYX XLI VIWX EVI QEMR WIUYIRGI KEPE\MIW 7YGL WYFQQ PYQMRSW
MX] WLSYPH FI VIPEXIH RSX SRP] XS XLI WXEV JSVQMRK VIKMSR MR XLI QEMR WIUYIRGI IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW
&VMRGLQERR IX EP  2SIWOI IX EP  4IRK IX EP 
% GSSP GMVVYWHSQMREXIH IQMWWMSR LEW YWYEPP] FIIR EXXVMFYXIH XS HYWX LIEXMRK JVSQ XLI KIRIVEP
stellar radiation ¿eld, including the visible radiation frSQ SPH WXEVW 0SRWHEPI 4IVWWSR 
 ,IPSY
 7EYZEKI 
 8LYER  6S[ER6SFMRWSR 
 'VE[JSVH  ;EPXIVFSW 
 +VIIRE[EPX 
/IRRMGYXX  %PXLSYKL ]SYRK WXEVW EVI WXMPP XLI QEMR WSYVGIW SJ *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMX] MR WSQI
IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW WYGL EW FEVVIH KEPE\MIW [MXL WXVSRK RYGPIEV WXEVFYVWXW ERH WSQI YRYWYEPP] FPYI
SFNIGXW IK >LSY IX EP  /SVQIRH] 
 *MWLIV  /IRRMGYXX  QER] IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW
WLS[ RS MRHITIRHIRX IZMHIRGI SJ LMKL *-6WYFQQ IQMWWMSR 8LIWI YRYWYEP IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW
WYKKIWXIH XLEX XLI SPHIV WXEVW EVI VIWTSRWMFPI JSV QYGL SJ XLI *-6WYFQQ IQMWWMSR 2IEVF] KEPE\MIW
PMOI 1 VIZIEPIH XLEX EFSYX 	 SJ XLI " Q IQMWWMSR SVMKMREXIH JVSQ HYWX LIEXIH F] XLI
IZSPZIH HMWO ERH FYPKI WXEVW &IRHS IX EP   6S[PERHW IX EP  WLS[IH XLEX QSVI
XLER 	 SJ PYQMRSWMXMIW SJ IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW GER FI GSRXVMFYXIH F] -71 7QMXL IX EP 
SFXEMRIH WMQMPEV VIWYPXW FEWIH SR ER STXMGEPP] WIPIGXIH WEQTPI MR XLI ,IVWGLIP 6IJIVIRGI 7YVZI]
ERH WLS[IH XLEX XLI -71 GER FI LIEXIH F] XLI SPH WXIPPEV TSTYPEXMSR ERH VIIQMXXIH F] *-6WYFQQ
,S[IZIV XS TVSHYGI WYGL LMKL *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMX] XLI IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW QYWX GSRXEMR E PEVKI
EQSYRX SJ HYWX GSQTEVEFPI XS WTMVEPW 7QMXL IX EP  FYX RIMXLIV %+& WXEVW RSV WYTIVRSZEI GER
TVSZMHI IRSYKL HYWX QEWW 6S[PERHW IX EP  8LIVIJSVI XLI QEWW ERH SVMKMR SJ HYWX MR IEVP]X]TI
KEPE\MIW EVI WXMPP TVSFPIQW XS FI WSPZIH ERH I\TPEMRIH MR JYXYVI SFWIVZEXMSRW ERH XLISVIXMGEP QSHIPW
8LI , IQMWWMSR MW QIEWYVIH MR QER] SJ SYV IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW EPXLSYKL XLI KEPE\MIW PSSO
UYMIWGIRX ERH HS RSX WLS[ HMWXYVFIH JIEXYVIW MR XLIMV STXMGEP MQEKIW 3RI TSWWMFMPMX] MW XLEX XLI] EVI
8EFPI  'SVVIPEXMSR 4EVEQIXIVW SJ 7EQTPI +EPE\MIW
7EQTPI ] \ E F W V G 2
        
[LSPI WXEVJSVQMRK  Q 0,          Q 0,          Q 0,          Q 0,          Q 0,         
);,  "  SRP] WXEVJSVQMRK  Q 0,          Q 0,          Q 0,          Q 0,          Q 0,         
);,  "   Q 0,         
MRGPYHMRK %+2 
 'SQTSWMXI  Q 0,          Q 0,          Q 0,          Q 0,         
'SPYQR  WEQTPIW YWIH JSV GSVVIPEXMSR EREP]WMW 'SPW  ERH  PYQMRSWMXMIW SJ XLI ] ERH \ E\IW 'SPW  ERH
(5): the nonlinear ¿tting coef¿cients E ERH F PSK ! E  F PSK\ 'SP  XLI WXERHEVH HIZMEXMSR W SJ XLI
¿tting; Col. (7): the Spearman rank coef¿cient V; Col. (8): the linear ¿tting coef¿cient G PSK ! G  PSK\
Col. (9): the number of sample galaxies used for ¿tting.
+EPE\] 4VSTIVXMIW SJ ,%80%7 
YRHIVKSMRK QMRSV QIVKIVW [LMGL MRZSOI KEW MRJEPPMRK XS XLI KEPEGXMG GIRXIV XLEX XVMKKIV WXEVFYVWXW
SZIV E WQEPP WGEPI -X MW E GSQQSR TLIRSQIRSR MR SYV YRMZIVWI >EVMXWO] IX EP  3WXVMOIV 

8VIQEMRI  WMRGI MX MW IEWMIV JSV IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW XS EXXVEGX WQEPPIV KEPE\MIW ,E]RIW IX EP
 FIGEYWI SJ XLIMV LMKL WXIPPEV QEWW ERH PEVKI KVEZMXEXMSREP TSXIRXMEP %RSXLIV TSWWMFMPMX] MW XLEX
WSQI IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW EVI TSWXWXEVFYVWX KEPE\MIW 4SWXWXEVFYVWX KEPE\MIW GER ETTIEV JEMRX MR ,
IQMWWMSR WMRGI XLIMV WXEV JSVQEXMSR [EW WLYX HS[R QSVI XLER 1]V EKS FYX *-6 GER VIQEMR WXVSRK
SR E WGEPI SJ 1]V EJXIV WLYX HS[R 8LI I\MWXIRGI SJ KEPE\MIW [LMGL WLS[ E ZIV] JEMRX IQMWWMSR
[MXL WXVSRK &EPQIV EFWSVTXMSRW IK ,  ,  FYX [MXLSYX ER] ?3--A IQMWWMSR MR SYV WEQTPI GER FI
classi¿ed as E+A galaxies (Goto 2004; Goto et al. 2008). YamaYGLM 
 +SXS  WYKKIWXIH XLEX
IEVP]X]TI )% KEPE\MIW SV /% KEPE\MIW EVI TSWXWXEVFYVWX KEPE\MIW XLEX LEZI YRHIVKSRI GIRXVEP
M^IH WXEVFYVWXW EVMWMRK JVSQ KEPE\]KEPE\] MRXIVEGXMSRW ERH QIVKIVW -R FSXL GEWIW XLI GIRXVEP WXEV
JSVQEXMSR GER I\TPEMR WSQI SJ XLI *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMX] MR IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW
'SRWMHIVMRK XLI HIRWMX] SJ *-6WYFQQ WSYVGIW MX MW TSWWMFPI XLEX ER STXMGEP IEVP]X]TI KEPE\] MW
EWWSGMEXIH [MXL E GSMRGMHIRX FEGOKVSYRH *-6WYFQQ WSYVGI 8LI FEGOKVSYRH WSYVGI [MPP TIRIXVEXI
XLI JSVIKVSYRH FIGEYWI RS KEPE\] MW STXMGEPP] XLMGO MR *-6WYFQQ SR E PEVKI WGEPI 7MRGI XLI IEVP]
X]TI KEPE\] LEW E PEVKI KVEZMXEXMSREP TSXIRXMEP MX GSYPH IZIR EGX EW E KVEZMXEXMSREP PIRW W]WXIQ ERH
IRLERGI XLI IQMWWMSR JVSQ FEGOKVSYRH WSYVGIW ,IVWGLIP LEW JSYRH E PSX SJ PIRWIH FEGOKVSYRH
*-6WYFQQ KEPE\MIW IK 6E[PI IX EP  6I\ IX EP  -ZMWSR IX EP  2IKVIPPS IX EP 
'S\ IX EP  8LSYKL [I GERRSX HIXIVQMRI [LMGL SRI MW E GSMRGMHIRGI IZIRX [I GER GEPGYPEXI
XLI GSMRGMHIRGI TVSFEFMPMX] EGGSVHMRK XS XLI QEXGLIH VEHMYW -J XLI QEXGLIH VEHMYW MW PEVKIV XLI
GSMRGMHIRGI TVSFEFMPMX] SJ FEGOKVSYRH KEPE\MIW MW LMKLIV In the H-ATLAS SDP ¿eld, the number
HIRWMX] SJ KEPE\MIW [MXL 7(77 WTIGXVE V   MW  TIV HIK ERH XLEX SJ ,IVWGLIP  Q
WSYVGIW MW ETTVS\MQEXIP]  TIV HIK %HSTXMRK XLI  TSWMXMSREP IVVSVW SJ  7QMXL IX EP 
[I SFXEMR XLI GSMRGMHIRGI TVSFEFMPMX] SJ PIWW XLER SRI SFNIGX MR  HIK %PXLSYKL XLI TVSFEFMPMX]
MW PS[ MX MW WXMPP GSRWMHIVEFPI MJ XLI QEXGLIH VEHMYW MW IRPEVKIH XS   %W XLI PIRWMRK W]WXIQ [MPP
magnify the background FIR/submm Àux, it would also enhance XLI GSMRGMHIRGI TVSFEFMPMX] 9RXMP
RS[ EX PIEWX X[S PIRWMRK W]WXIQW MR ,%80%7 IK 7(4 ERH 7(4 LEZI FIIR HMWGSZIVIH
IK 2IKVIPPS IX EP  *VE]IV IX EP  7(4 MW E FEGOKVSYRH WYFQMPPMQIXIV KEPE\] [LMGL
MW PIRWIH F] ER IEVP]X]TI SJ JSVIKVSYRH KEPE\]
 7911%6=
-R XLMW TETIV [I LEZI WXYHMIH E WEQTPI SJ  RIEVF] KEPE\MIWwhich are cross-identi¿ed by,IVWGLIP
and SDSS-DR7. We performed the morphological classi¿catioR SJ XLIWI KEPE\MIW ERH WXYHMIH XLIMV
*-6WYFQQ TVSTIVXMIW 3YV QEMR VIWYPXW EVI KMZIR FIPS[
 ;I SFXEMR E QSVTLSPSKMGEP JVEGXMSR SJ )777E7HTIGYPMEVGSQTEGX ! 
XLI WEQTPI MW MRGPMRIH XS[EVH PEXIX]TI KEPE\MIW ERH QSVI XLER 	 EVI TIGYPMEVGSQTEGX KEPE\
MIW [LMGL EVI VIPEXIH XS MRXIVEGXMRKQIVKMRK W]WXIQW
 8LI TIGYPMEVGSQTEGX KEPE\MIW WLS[ LMKLIV *-6WYFQQ PYQMRSWMX]XSQEWW VEXMSW XLER SXLIV
X]TIW 8LI QIHMER VEXMSW HIGVIEWI JVSQ  Q XS  Q 8LI W7*6 HIVMZIH JVSQ ,
PYQMRSWMX]XSQEWW VEXMS HIGVIEWIW JVSQ PSK W7*6 !  JSV TIGYPMEVGSQTEGX KEPE\MIW XS
c JSV )7 KEPE\MIW
(3) The correlations among ¿ve ,IVWGLIP FERHW WLS[ XLEX XLI GSVVIPEXMSR XIRHW XS FI [IEOIV [MXL
increasing wavelength. The Spearman rank coef¿cient changIW JVSQ  MR  Q XS  Q
XS  MR  Q XS  Q ERH XLI WGEXXIV JVSQ  HI\ XS  HI\ JSPPS[W ER STTS
WMXI XVIRH -R XLI 0*-6!WYFQQXS0, GSVVIPEXMSRW SJ WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW XLI  Q FERH
TVIWIRXW XLI XMKLXIWX GSVVIPEXMSR [MXL ,  %W XLI [EZIPIRKXL MRGVIEWIW XLI 7TIEVQER VERO GSIJ
¿cient decreases and the scatter increases, demonstrating XLI [IEO GSVVIPEXMSR FIX[IIR WYFQQ
,IVWGLIP 74-6) FERHW ERH WXEV JSVQEXMSR 8LIVIJSVI ,IVWGLIP 74-6) FERHW QE] RSX FI KSSH
WXEV JSVQEXMSR XVEGIVW
 1 - 0EQ IX EP
 8LI IEVP]X]TI KEPE\MIW HIZMEXI JVSQ XLI GSVVIPEXMSR SJ WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW 8LI PS[ PYQMRSW
MX] %+2W HS RSX WLS[ ER] HMJJIVIRGI JVSQ XLI WXEVJSVQMRK KEPE\MIW MR 0*-6!WYFQQXS0,
GSVVIPEXMSRW
%GORS[PIHKIQIRXW ;I KVEXIJYPP] XLERO XLI ERSR]QSYW VIJIVII JSV XLI GSRWXVYGXMZI GSQQIRXW
;I KVEXIJYPP] EGORS[PIHKI 7 1ES *7 0MY <1 1IRK ERH ' 'ES JSV XLIMV LIPTJYP HMWGYW
WMSRW 8LMW [SVO MW WYTTSVXIH F] XLI /I] 0EFSVEXSV] SJ 3TXMGEP %WXVSRSQ] 2EXMSREP %WXVSRSQMGEP
3FWIVZEXSVMIW 'LMRIWI %GEHIQ] SJ 7GMIRGIW 8LMW TVSNIGX MW WYTTSVXIH F] XLI 2EXMSREP 2EXYVEP
7GMIRGI *SYRHEXMSR SJ 'LMRE +VERX 2SW    ERH  ERH TEVXP]
WYTTSVXIH F] XLI 'LMRE 1MRMWXV] SJ 7GMIRGI ERH 8IGLRSPSK] YRHIV 7XEXI /I] (IZIPSTQIRX 4VSKVEQ
JSV &EWMG 6IWIEVGL '&
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